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Introduction
Vehicular monitoring is one of the most relevant research topics in the intelligent transportation systems field. A system capable of estimating vehicle position and its dynamics on the road is important, for instance, to detect infractions as well as road accidents [1] , and it could also provide useful information about traffic distribution [2] . In the context of vehicular monitoring, roundabouts represent a uniquely challenging scenario for their complexity, both in terms of vehicular trajectories (which are different between vehicles of the same class and very different between vehicles of different classes) and in terms of simultaneous occlusions of more vehicles, especially occurring in multi-lanes circulatory roadways and with heavy vehicles.
One approach to traffic monitoring is the visual vehicle tracking [3] , i.e., the process of recognizing moving objects and estimating their trajectory from a video sequence. Most of the existing visual vehicle tracking systems propose a 2D approach (2D tracking hereafter): these systems identify moving vehicles on the image plane, e.g., by identifying their blobs (see Fig. 1 ) via background subtraction [4] , and they track their trajectories on this plane [5, 2] . Although, in some applications, this type of estimate might be sufficient to fully understand the vehicle behavior, in many cases, especially in roundabout intersections, we need to estimate vehicle trajectories with high accuracy and with respect to a 3D world reference system; the latter process is called 3D tracking.
The straightforward approach to reconstruct a 3D trajectory projects the 2D vehicle positions -approximately the centroids of the blobs estimated with 2D tracking -from the image plane on the road plane as in Fig. 2 , where C wrong is the intersection of the centroid viewing ray with the road ground plane, see [6, 2] . The main drawbacks of this approach are the high sensitivity to perspective deformations and the effect of the unknown height of vehicles, especially when they are heavy trucks. An example of that latter is reported in Fig. 2 where the estimated center C wrong is far from the real vehicle center C.
To overcome these issues, some researchers have proposed to use 3D model-based tracking algorithms and this is the approach we focus on in this paper. This class of algorithms gives a trajectory estimation in 3D world coordinates by representing the tracked object with one or more models, for instance in our implementation we have used a set of parallelepipeds with variable dimensions and we infer (computationally) which model should be used for the current vehicle.
The two most common approaches to 3D model-based vehicle tracking are named edge-based and region-based, according to the features used to recognize and track a vehicle. The latter, i.e., the region-based, has shown more flexibility and robustness [7] and for this reason we focus our comparison on this class of algorithms. The most suitable way to deal with region-based 3D tracking is by means of a Monte Carlo estimation [8, 9] , since it natively applies the concept of hypotheses scoring, very useful when comparing the 3D vehicle model back-projected on the image plane against the region occupied by the vehicle. Moreover Monte Carlo estimation does not rely on the strong Gaussian and unimodal assumptions of the common Kalman estimation.
An abridged version of this paper was presented in the conference paper [10] . Here we propose an analysis of two Monte Carlo approaches to region-based 3D tracking by comparing a Viterbi algorithm and a Particle Smoother. The former deals with a discrete representation of the state to provide the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) estimate, while the latter approximates the MAP solution through its sample-based distribution; at the end of our analysis we show that, thanks to its continuous state representation, the Particle Smoother gives better results and with a lower computational cost. While in [10] we have focused on the relevance of 3D tracking with respect to the 2D one in a roundabout setting, in this paper we focus on the comparison of two 3D tracking algorithms, and we discuss on the reasons why a Monte Carlo approach fits well the region-based 3D tracking.
In Section 2, we present a literature overview on 3D model-based tracking algorithms. In Section 3 we present a (Bayesian smoothing) formalization of the tracking and smoothing problem. Then, in Section 4 we describe the two Monte Carlo tracking algorithms and how they implement the Bayesian smoothing. In the same section we explain also the vehicle model management, the algorithm functioning and how the likelihood is computed in the single and multiple camera cases. In Section 5 we illustrate the experimental results for the two tracking algorithms on simulated and real scenarios, while Section 6 concludes the paper.
3D model-based tracking
The visual tracking process aims at estimating the state of an object from a sequence of images. The classical computer vision tracking involves the estimation of the object position on the image plane, hence it is named 2D tracking. A lot of approaches to 2D tracking have been presented, see [11] ; the most successful ones learn the appearance of the object and track it leveraging on the learned description. The main differences among the various algorithms lie on what kind of features they learn and on how they model the tracked object: for instance [12] and [13] learn the color histogram of the object; [14] learn an eigenbasis representation; [15] model the object with SIFT features; and a very recent and successful approach uses sparse coding to represent the objects, see [16] .
Another approach to object tracking is named 3D tracking and it estimates the sequence of 3D positions [7] . Especially in the vehicle tracking scenarios this approach represents a widespread method; indeed in the comprehensive review of vehicular trackers [17] most of the analyzed systems estimate the 3D position and usually by means of a 3D model. To simplify the tracking task, all studies in 3D tracking literature assume that the camera calibration is known, see [18] ; then, they usually assume the Ground Plane Constraint, i.e., a vehicle always lies on the road plane, and tracking is executed on this plane in order to diminish the vehicle degrees of freedom to be estimated from 6 to 3. Most of these 3D tracking systems make use of an object model, indeed they are called model-based tracking systems. Briefly, vehicle position is estimated, frame-by-frame, by looking for the best model position and orientation which fit the object measure extracted from the images.
The authors in [7] classify the 3D tracking algorithm in: edgebased, region-based, optical flow-based and feature-based. In the vehicle tracking literature the edge-based and region-based represent the most common approaches. They both project the vehicle model from the estimated pose on the image plane, but they differ in the choice of the metrics adopted to evaluate the current estimate.
The edge-based algorithms compare the model projection with the image edges; starting from the current estimate, they look for the roto-translation that minimizes the distance between projected segments of the model and the image edges [19, 20] . This method has the advantage of being robust to light changes and to image noise, but relevant failures may occur during the minimization step, since the algorithm often stops on local minima.
The region-based algorithms compare the model projection with the image region occupied by the tracked object, usually referred to as blob (see Fig. 1 ), typically extracted by background subtraction [4] or frame-by-frame difference [21] . To estimate the vehicle pose, some region-based algorithms minimize a metric, as for the edgebased case [22] , while other algorithms calculate a convenient score for a set of hypothesized model poses [23, 8] . The former approach aims at diminishing significantly the number of local minima compared to the edge-based method while the latter almost eliminates them.
Even if the edge-based approach is more robust to light changes and image noise, the region-based one is a more adequate choice for vehicle tracking: it is flexible, since it does not require an exact model of the vehicle; it is robust to the local minima issue; and it relies on background subtraction, a well known module implemented in most video surveillance systems.
Both the edge-based and the region-based approaches usually adopt the Kalman Filter [24, 23, 25] to perform model-based 3D tracking; but an increasing number of researchers have adopted a Monte Carlo approach [8, 9] where the vehicle state is represented by a set of weighted samples.
In the region-based algorithms, the most effective way to deal with the comparison between blob and model projection is the computation of an overlap score; with the Kalman Filter this score cannot be used, and the common solution is to back-project on the road plane the blob centroid, then compare it with the Kalman state prediction. This process has two main limitations: by using just the backprojected blob centroid we neglect a lot of information coming from the blob dimension and shape, moreover we cannot directly compute the fitting of the 3D vehicle model to the measurement. Conversely, a Monte Carlo approach natively weights hypotheses with a likelihood score and this can be derived from the overlap score (see Section 4.4).
Moreover, the Kalman estimation relies on the strong assumption that the underlying process is unimodal and Gaussian, while with Monte Carlo sampling we are able to estimate multi-modal distributions, and, it may be possible to estimate the 3D trajectory of more than one vehicle at time, in a similar fashion to [8] , although in this paper we use a single estimator for each vehicle.
Because of the aforementioned advantages we are mostly interested in region-based Monte Carlo approaches and in this paper we compare two estimators: the Viterbi algorithm and the Particle Smoother. These estimators are Bayesian smoothers, i.e., they make use of the entire trajectory of a single vehicle to estimate its 3D trajectory; for this reason in the following, we provide an introduction to such Bayesian formalism.
Bayesian tracking and smoothing
We start introducing tracking as a Bayesian filtering problem, then we extend the formalization to Bayesian smoothing. Let s t be the vehicle state, in our case the 3D vehicle pose, and z t some measurement at a given time t, in our case the vehicle blob.
According to the Bayesian filtering framework [26] , tracking aims at the maximization through Bayesian statistics of the so called posterior probability, or belief, for the system state, i.e., Bel(s t+1 ) = p(s t+1 |z 1:t+1 ), where z 1:t+1 = {z 1 , . . . , z t , z t+1 }. Usually the Markov hypothesis is assumed, i.e., a state depends only from the previous state and, optionally, the applied control (in our case we omit the control term). The Markov assumption in the vehicular case is quite reasonable and very common in a tracking algorithm [27] .
If z 1:t+1 are the measurements up to time t + 1 and s 1:t are the estimated states up to time t we want to estimate:
where p(z t+1 |s t+1 )is the likelihood of observation z t+1 in state s t+1 and α = 1/P(z t+1 |z 1:t ) is a normalization constant. Moreover, we have:
where p(s t+1 |s t ) is the state transition model and represents the probability to reach the state s t+1 starting from the state s t . It is worth mentioning that the approach described previously allows an iterative computation of the a-posteriori probability of the positions in the vehicle trajectory and each of them is obtained exploiting all the measures acquired up to that time.
A different approach to Bayesian tracking is called smoothing. In this case, if T is the number of all the positions in the trajectory, the entire states sequence s 1:T is estimated using all the measurements. In the case of smoothing, the vehicle trajectory is estimated at each frame using past, present and future blobs. In this case we aim at maximizing the posterior probability p(s 1:T |z 1:T ) for the whole sequence, and using Bayes theorem this becomes:
In the general case, the states and the measurements have different probability distributions, but, both in filtering and in smoothing, the classical Bayesian tracking algorithms estimate the a-posteriori probability assuming that that all the distributions are Gaussians. This is often a good approximation, and, if the tracked system has a linear dynamic, a linear measurement model and a Gaussian initial state, these assumptions enable the application of the classical Kalman Filter formulas. For non linear systems, we can use the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) which provides an approximation of the Kalman Filter by linearizing the system according to the current estimates. Under linearity and Gaussian noise assumptions, the Kalman Filter provides an optimal solution efficiently. A smoothed version of the Kalman Filter also exists and is called Kalman smoother.
When non-linearities are significant and the Gaussian assumption does not hold, non-parametric approaches are used. A non-parametric approach does not model the posterior probability as a parametric distribution, e.g., a Gaussian distribution, but it estimates the posterior using, for instance, a set of samples. More formally, let π be a generic distribution, and X i ∼ π independent samples with i = 1 . . . N. If δ X i is Dirac function centered in X i , thenπ such that:
is a non-parametric, sample-based, approximation of π .
By approximating a state distribution with a set of samples, it is often possible to compute measurement likelihood in a straightforward way: for each sample it is sufficient to compute a score as described in Section 4.4.
In the next section we describe two tracking algorithms to implement trajectory smoothing using a sample based approach. The first one computes the most likely sequence of states for the given trajectory using the Viterbi algorithm [28] , and it implements in an exact way equation (3); the second approach is based on the use of two Particle Filters each using equation (7), and it provides a simpler but effective approximation of (3).
Two methods for sample-based 3D smoothing
As opposed to typical 3D tracking algorithms, the methods compared in the following do not directly process images, but they make use of the 2D vehicles trajectories extracted from the 2D tracking algorithm presented in [2] . The 2D tracking algorithm recognizes the vehicles by background subtraction [29] , therefore vehicle measurement corresponds to blobs. For each vehicle, a 2D Extended Kalman Filter uses the blob centroids to estimate its trajectory on the image plane. The resulting trajectories are composed by the history of blob centroids on the image sequence and this is the input for the two algorithms presented here. By doing this, we compare the smoothing and 3D trajectory reconstruction methods starting from the same data and, more relevantly, from the same data association.
The implemented algorithms use a model-based approach. Since vehicle dimensions can vary significantly, a model with fixed dimension can cause problems, as described in [8] , then we model the existing vehicles through a parallelepiped with different dimensions. We model three main classes of vehicles: cars, trucks and motorcycles. For each class we define a reference parallelepiped, by setting a reference length value L c and two ratio values r hc = H c /L c and r wc = W c /L c , respectively for height (H c ) and width (W c ) computation. We create a set of models for each class by extracting a set of sample values of model length from a Gaussian distribution centered on the reference length L c of each class, these are called class-scale samples. From each of these samples we infer the model height and width from the values r hc and r wc . We fixed all the parameters as in Table 1 ; we have chosen reasonable values according to the dimensions of existing vehicles. We use a different standard deviation for each class, since car dimensions vary less than truck dimensions, and more than motor- cycle ones. Fig. 3 shows an example of the parallelepiped model projected on the image plane: the model must ideally wrap the tracked vehicle.
In the following subsections we describe the two compared algorithms: the Viterbi-based algorithm and the Particle Smoother. Both algorithms compute the likelihood in the same way (we postpone its description to Section 4.4). Moreover, considering that vehicles in the roundabout (should) always proceed forward, the transition state model slightly different from the common Gaussian motion model used in literature. Instead of a Gaussian propagation model, we make use of the log-normal distribution to model the motion difference with respect to the previous pose and thus we bias the state transition in the forward direction as in [30, 10] .
Sampling a 3D state from a 2D measurement
Both the Viterbi and the Particle Smoother need to extract the 3D sample states from the 2D measurements of the vehicle; the Viterbi Algorithm performs this sampling stage frame-by-frame, while the Particle Smoother uses it as the initialization of the smoothing process.
In the sampling from 2D to 3D, the current blob and the next blob centroids are projected on a plane parallel to the roundabout and passing through the center of the vehicle model under evaluation.
Let the resulting points be, (x t , y t ) and (x t+1 , y t+1 ) respectively. Let now θ t be the orientation of the vector from (x t , y t ) to (x t+1 , y t+1 ); the algorithm extracts a set of n samples from a trivariate Gaussian distribution having mean (x t , y t , θ t ) and a diagonal covariance structure reflecting the independence of the three components (we set experimentally σ 2 x = 0.5m, σ 2 y = 0.5m, σ 2 θ = π /12 rad). Independence is a reasonable assumption to simplify the tuning of the system, but a non-diagonal covariance matrix could be used as well. A simplified example of this operation is shown in Fig. 4 ; each of these samples represents a vehicle state, i.e., vehicle position and orientation on the roundabout plane at time t.
The Viterbi-based algorithm
For each 2D vehicle trajectory and for each class-scale sample, the Viterbi-based algorithm (VBA) performs two steps: a frame-byframe sampling and the estimate of the most likely trajectory, i.e., the sequence of samples, using the Viterbi algorithm [28] .
In the frame-by-frame sampling, the algorithm extracts a set of sample for each frame and for each class-scale sample according to the algorithm described in Section 4.1. After this extraction step, we apply the Viterbi algorithm for only the most likely class-scale sample: we compute the likelihood (Section 4.4) of all the vehicle state samples; then, for each class-scale sample, we compute the mean likelihood of the most likely samples for each frame; finally, we choose the classscale sample which gives the highest sum of mean probabilities.
We use the Viterbi algorithm to compute the most likely sequence of samples along the trajectory, extracted for the chosen class-scale. The Viterbi algorithm finds the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) estimate given a discretized state space: in our case the state space is represented by the set of all possible 3D poses of the vehicle, and the discretization is performed thanks to the previous sampling stage.
Let s t be a state sample extracted at time 1 ≤ t ≤ T. The Viterbi algorithm finds the succession of samples which maximizes Eq. (3) as: {− log(p(s t+1 |s t )) − log(p(z t+1 |s t+1 ))}, (6) where we compute the likelihood term p(z t+1 |s t+1 , s t ) as explained in Section 4.4, and the transition probability p(s t+1 |s t ) coincides with the log-normal motion model that we use within the particle filter.
In practical implementations of the Viterbi algorithm, the states, i.e., the samples, are represented in a graph as in Fig. 5 : each node represents a state sample and each sample at time t is connected to samples at time t + 1 through an arc weighted according to Eq. (6), i.e., − log(p(s t+1 |s t )) − log(p (z t+1 |s t+1 , s t ) ). Therefore, to find the best path according to Eq. (6), we look for the shortest path from a fictitious starting node, connected to samples at time 1, to a fictitious ending node, connected with each sample at time T; this can be efficiently done through the Dijkstra algorithm [31] . In this way, we obtain the succession of vehicle states, i.e., the most likely trajectory. 
The Particle Smoother algorithm
The second algorithm compared is a Particle Smoother which relies on two Particle Filter trackers. Differently from the Viterbi algorithm, which directly looks for the MAP solution, the Particle Filter, and, in turn, the Particle Smoother estimate the distribution of the Maximum A-Posteriori solution through a set of samples. The Particle Filter deals with a continuous state, therefore we do not need to discretize it beforehand with the frame-by-frame sampling as in the previous algorithm.
At each time t, the Particle Filter estimates p(s t+1 |z 1:t ) (Eq. (1)) with a sampled distribution; a set of random state samples, called particles, represents p(s 1:t+1 |z 1:t+1 ) as:
where w i t+1 is the weight associated to the i-th particle. The weights are updated at time t + 1 according to this equation: 
The main issue of Particle Filters is the particle degeneracy, i.e., the particles tend to collapse around a single state value. To solve this issue, after weights computation, the Particle Filter resamples a new set of particles according to approximated probability distribution of s t+1 . This new set replaces old particles, and each new particle has now the same weight. More details about Particle Filter are available in [27] . In our work, the particles represent the vehicle state at time t, i.e., vehicle position and orientation on the roundabout plane. We implemented a Particle Filter for each model defined by each classscale sample (see the algorithm in Fig. 6 ). These Particle Filters are initialized through a set of particles extracted from the first frame of the 2D trajectory according to the steps described in Section 4.1, then we apply the standard Particle Filter iterations. After this forward pass of the vehicle trajectory, the algorithm chooses the best classscale sample to represent the tracked vehicle, i.e., for each time t it computes the mean probability of particles for each class-scale sample and, then, it chooses the class-scale sample for which the sum of those means is maximum. Consequently, we select the model whose dimensions have been calculated from the class-scale sample chosen.
At this point, we apply a backward recursion that turns the Particle Filter into a Particle Smoother. We start from the last group of particles estimated by the forward Particle Filter and we change the sign of the orientations. Then, we apply a second instance of the same Particle Filter that tracks the vehicle backward by considering the blob measurements in reverse order. We do not need to change the orientation of the vehicle parallelepiped model since it is symmetric under rotations about its centroid.
Taking into account the theoretical result about which particles tends to wrap around the real state, the second recursion aims at 
Likelihood calculation
In both the methods that we investigated in this paper, a key step is the computation of the samples likelihood. Let focus on measures z t which are the blobs extracted through background subtraction and on the state s t representing vehicle pose on the roundabout plane. Likelihood calculation follows these steps, analogous to [8] and [23] (see Fig. 7 ).
4. Define the score term: e = [λ 1 e 1 + λ 2 e 2 ]/A blob , where λ 1 e λ 2 weight e 1 and e 2 such that λ 1 + λ 2 = 1.
Likelihood is then defined as:
Notice that only the visible part of the model projection concurs to compute the likelihood. So, A mv is not the entire area of the projected model, but the projected area visible in the current camera image. Fig. 8 shows the difference between A mv and the area of the entire projected model, A m .
Leveraging on the flexibility of the region-based approach, we implemented the likelihood calculation in a multiple camera setting too, where a vehicle could be seen by more than one camera. Likelihood calculation is the only one stage of our algorithms in which we have to consider the presence of more than one camera. Let z j t be the blob of one vehicle perceived by the j-th camera (C j ), and n c the number of cameras. Let p j (z j t |s t ) be the likelihood calculated for each camera j according Eq. (9); this value is weighted according to the probability of observing the vehicle from that camera, i.e., p(C j ) = A j mv /A j m , and, by doing so, the overall likelihood becomes:
The camera probability p(C j ) = A j mv /A j m takes into account different situations. For instance, with only two cameras, when both cameras see the whole vehicle, or, more precisely, the back-projected model, they have the same probability equal to 0.5; when one camera does not see the model, its probability is zero. In general the probability is proportional the observed model percentage.
Experimental results
We presented the Viterbi Based Algorithm and the Particle Smoother implementations to reconstruct the 3D trajectory of vehicles from a sequence of images. We compared the two algorithms by testing them in a simulated and in a real scenario where the ground truth is known. In the video http://youtu.be/8swc1nhxs14 we show the results in both cases.
For the simulated scenario we created six video sequences where a fixed-size parallelepiped model virtually drove through a hypothetical roundabout. We simulated two different trajectories: a uniform circular motion and a linear motion where the synthetic car starts, stops and leaves again. For each trajectory we use three different perspectives. The simulated scenario represents an ideal case because the blobs representing the vehicle coincide exactly with the parallelepiped used by the tracking: the errors due to noise ware significantly reduced and have almost no relevance with respect to a real case. Moreover, the results obtained in this experiment give an idea of the maximum performance the two methods can attain.
The real scenario came from a field survey where vehicles circulating in a roundabout were recorded by two cameras, but the true vehicle positions on ground are not a priori known; therefore, we equipped a vehicle with an RTK-GPS device and an inertial sensor and we collected an accurate estimate of the vehicle positions and orientations for nine transits of this vehicle. In this way, we have been able to evaluate performance both in the single and in the multiple camera cases.
To obtain a proper result, the comparison between poses requires the two poses to be taken at the same time. However, synchronization between RTK-GPS devices, inertial sensors and video cameras was not perfect. In addition, the sensors and the cameras working frequencies was different, so that the estimate provided by sensors and our algorithm cannot be considered perfectly synchronous. In the multiple camera case this imperfect synchronization between the two considered video cameras has been another source of error. Nevertheless, these issues affect in equal manner the two compared algorithm. Table 2 reports tracking errors for the Viterbi Based Algorithm (VBA) and the Particle Smoother (PSA) with one camera and in a multiple camera setup both in simulated and real scenarios. Errors are generally very low: a few centimeters for x and y coordinates of pose, and only a few degrees for orientation θ . In the simulated case the two algorithms reach a very satisfying accuracy, consistent with the aims of many types of analyses on vehicle trajectory. However, the PSA gives better results than VBA; this is due to the fact that VBA extracts state samples from each frame independently from previous or next state, while Particle Smoother generates a set of particles-samples starting from previous particles through the state transition model and this increases its density of sample in the useful parts of the search space (we report a more detailed discussion in Section 6). VBA is computationally less efficient than Particle Smoother, due to the shortest path search which has quadratic complexity in the number of frames; Particle Smoother has a linear complexity because it uses two Particle Filters which are, in turn, linear. We report execution times in Table 3 as a function of the number of frames in which the vehicle appears; the PSA is three time faster with respect to VBA. Moreover, PSA turned out easier to be implemented with respect to the VBA. It should be noted that Particle Smoother uses 250 state samples for each frame, VBA needs 500 samples to reach comparable results. Both algorithms use a set of 30 class-scale samples, that is, 10 samples for each of the three classes: car, truck and motorcycle. Execution times are considerably high because, at this stage of implementation, we preferred to use Matlab TM development environment, which offers high flexibility and ease of implementation, but at the cost of some reduced efficiency. It should be noticed that most of the computation could be performed in a parallel manner on modern computer architectures in a similar fashion both for PSA and for VBA.
The aim of both experimental setups was mainly to test the accuracy of the tracking of vehicles reached by the two compared algorithm. Therefore we did not investigate the accuracy in the estimate of vehicle dimensions. However, the two (pose and dimensions) estimates are strictly correlated; in both simulated and real scenarios the parallelepiped dimensions was handled in quite an accurate way.
Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we compared two algorithms to implement a 3D tracking system using a model-based and region-based approach. In particular, we focus our experimental analysis on the roundabout scenario since it offers a challenging test-bed where perspective distortions and vehicle inter-occluding trajectories make the 3D tracking necessary to enable traffic monitoring and flow analysis.
In the first part of the paper we supported the choice of this approach. Model-based is the standard approach to 3D vehicle tracking: some researchers adopt an edge-based approach while others a region-based one. Even if it is less robust to illumination changes, we choose the latter for two main reasons: it is robust against local minima minimization issue, and it is flexible, since we have not to choose an accurate model of the tracked vehicle.
Then we implemented two Monte Carlo smoothing algorithms, i.e., the Viterbi-based (VBA) and the Particle Smoother (PSA) both for the single camera and the multiple camera cases, and we tested them both in simulated and in real scenarios. The experimental results showed that the PSA reaches better performance, both in terms of speed and accuracy.
From a theoretical perspective the VBA provides the Maximum A-Posteriori estimate of the vehicle trajectory, while the PSA only approximates the Maximum a Posteriori distribution (out of which the MAP estimate is computed) in a sample-based fashion. Therefore, before the comparison, we expected that VBA would have outperformed the PSA, at least in terms of extracting the best solution; the results overturn our belief.
The reason of this apparently counter-intuitive result has to be ascribed to the state discretization in the Viterbi algorithm: VBA finds the trajectory among the set of samples extracted from each frame, then it does not look for the MAP estimate in the whole continuous state space. To obtain the real MAP estimate we should have subsampled the space with an infinitesimal discretization, increasing the number of samples considerably. Indeed, we tested the VBA with different combinations of parameters and we found that the most sensitive parameter is the number of samples, but to have a fair comparison with the PSA we chose to limit the number of samples to 500 (already twice as much the number of samples of the PSA). Moreover, the PSA deals with a continuous state and extracts the samples from a continuous distribution at each frame. This lets the motion model, in the PSA, to focus the samples around the real state, while, in the Viterbi case, the motion model is only involved in the posterior probability evaluation.
